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GOESCHEL1 ON THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF CARL FRIEDRICH GOESCHEL, BY SUSAN E. BLOW. 

{Concluded.) 

Chapter IV. 

The Essential Moments of the Spirit. 

Before concluding our discussion of the subject of immortality 
we should fix our eyes more directly upon the essential moments 

1 The work of Goeschel completed in this number of the Journal may be considered 

as the best exposition of the right wing of the Hegelian school?a school that held 

speculative philosophy to be the same in content with evangelical Christianity, though 

very different in form. 

For convenience, we give here the references to the numbers in which the portions of 

the translation already published, may be found: Vol. xi, pp. 65, 17V, 372; vol. xvii, 

pp. 154, 246; vol. xviii, p. 21; vol. xix, pp. 172, 299; vol. xx. pp. 88, 314. 

According to Ludwig Noack ("Philosophic Geschichtliches Lexikon"), Karl Fried 

rich Goeschel was born in 1784 at Langensalza, in Thuringen; educated at the gymna 
sium at Gotha; studied jurisprudence at Leipzig, 1803 to 1807; became attorney-at-law 
in Langensalza in 1807; became Oberlandesgerichtsrath at Naumburg in 1817; assist 

ant minister of justice at Berlin in 1834; a member of the Obercensur collegiums in 

1839; counsellor of state and president of the Consistorium for the Saxon province in 

Magdeburg in 1845 ; on account of his stiff adherence to old Lutheran doctrines, he was 

placed on the retired list in 1848; returned to Berlin in 1849; to Naumburg again in 

1861; died there in 1862. 

The following excerpts will furnish matter of interest to those who wish to know 

more of his life, and of the estimate that Hegel and some of his disciples placed on his 

work: 

From Erdmannh 11 Grumlrian <hr Gcsrhichtr der Philosophies (Berlin, 18GG.) 

Page 615, vol. ii.?" Karl Friedrich Goeschel, who had already proved his acquaint 
ance with Hegel's writings in an anonymous treatise which was very highly prized by 

Daub, published in 1829 a book entitled u 
Aphorismen iiber Nichtwissen und Absolutes 

Wisser," a work to which he attached his initials only. Hegel greeted this work with a 
4 thankful pressure of the hand' (' dankbaren Hiindedruck 1), and excerpted some sen 

tences from it verbally to use in his encyclopaedia as his own. Goeschel applied next 

the principles of this philosophy to questions of jurisprudence, as appears in his 

'Zerstreuten Blattern' (3 vols., 1832-]842).,, 

Page 62Jf..?" To the defence of Hegel against the writings of Weisse stood up the 

man whom the mentioned * 
hand-pressure' of the master had so ennobled in the eyes of 

the school of Hegel that they greeted his book with joy after looking for it Avith breath 

less interest. Goeschel's 'Monismus des Gedankens' (Naumburg, 1832), which claimed 
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of the spirit considered as essential relationships. It is indispen 
sable that these essential relationships be both distinguished and 

to be 4 an apology of the existing philosophy at the grave of its founder,' sought to prove 
to Weisse that he had fallen into dualism, which is the arch enemy of all philosophy. 
For his separation of the formal from the real sciences separates form and content? 

that is to say, thinking and being?while the recent philosophy had held fast to the 

unity of these, and had claimed for our thinking the place of a rethinking of the creat 

ive thought. Since Hegel's method is the self-forming of the content, it has refuted 

both materialism and formalism, each of which falls into dualism." 

Page 652.?" The question of immortality was treated in detail by Goeschel in his 

work entitled 'Von den Beweissen fur die Unsterblichkeit,' u. s. w. (Berlin, 1835), in 

which he characterized three chief proofs parallel with the three proofs of the existence 
of God. These three proofs correspond also to the three stages: individual, subject, 
and spirit (institutional life of man). The fact that many have attacked only the out 

work of this book, the eloquent Easter sermon which Goschel inserted as his preface, 
and the appendix in which he printed extracts from Hegel's works, and among them 
one passage which had been wrongly inserted in Hegel's works by his editor, does not 

speak well for the thorough study of a treatise in every way remarkable. Goschel 

seemed particularly well pleased with his preface, for he followed it with another book 
as commentary?4 Die Siebenfaeltige Osterfrage' (Berlin, 1837)." 

Page 656.?"Against Strauss's 'Life of Jesus' Goschel wrote an essay entitled 
4 First and Last: A Confession of Faith on the part of Speculative Philosophy,' which 

contained the chief thoughts that were expanded in his 4 
Contributions to Speculative 

Theology' (Berlin, 1838), in which he sought to prove that, as an empire realizes its 

unity only through the monarch, so humanity receives its unity only through a primitive 
man (4 Urmensch'), who constituted a part of ^God and at the same time lived sole in 
created humanity." 

Page 657.?"Strauss replied in 1837 in the third number of his 4Streitschriften.' 
He said that the school of Hegel, like the French Parliament, had two sides. On the 
left side, himself; on the right, Goschel, Gabler, Bruno Bauer; Rosenkranz in the 
centre." 

Goeschel's 44 
Aphorisms on Agnosticism and Absolute Knowing" was reviewed in 

1829 in the 44 Jahrbucher fur Wissenschaftlicher Kritik " 
by Hegel himself. In his col 

lected works, Vol. XVII, page 148, at the close of the critique, he says that he 44 
greets in 

this book the aurora of coming reconciliation between faith and science." 44 It is an 
evidence of the depth of mind that it can bring the categories of the mere understanding 
to the bar of thought?those categories which the evangelical Christians sometimes use 
with double inconsistency?siding with rationalism against speculative philosophy, and 
at the same time condemning the use of those categories. Rationalism is the antipode of 

speculative philosophy as well as of faith. It deals with the shallow doctrines of the 

understanding which constitute its self-styled illumination; as the author of this treat 
ise (Goeschel, page 82) assures us, 

4 
doctrines fast on the decline, but struggling might 

ily in their death-throes.' If the command to avoid all the appearances of evil often 
holds us back from good, or at least from fitting deeds, and even causes us to do harm, 
the danger of an appearance of partisanship shall not prevent me from glad acknowl 

edgment of the help which this book gives to the cause of truth, nor in behalf of specu 
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combined, for clear insight demands that no one of them shall be 

merged in another; if each one is not explicit, recognition is cloud 

ed, conviction imperilled, and peace of heart destroyed. Through 
the adequate apprehension of these relations our intellectually 
attained results will be harmonized with the natural needs of the 
heart. 

The first point to be noticed is, that the finite spirit, despite its 

finitude, manifests itself in its independence or indivisibility in 
itself. This, however, is only the first moment of its Concept; the 
other moment is that relationship to others whose culmination is 
subsistence in God. With this it becomes active?movetur et se 

movet. The union of these two moments is the third?the partici 

pation of the finite Spirit with the Absolute Spirit?for Spirit is 

of the Spirit. This union is the concrete Unity which presup 
poses the destruction of the two included moments, as relation 

ships. It is this dualism of the moments which we wish now to 

consider more attentively. 
The indissolubility of the Spirit in itself is the immanent unity 

of the soul and its internal body in the Spirit. This Concrete 

Unity is the realized truth of abstract simplicity. In other words, 
the Spirit gets its Content and its form as its two moments out of 

lative philosophy thus served by the work, from thankfully pressing the hand of the 

author, who is unknown to me personally." 

Again, in his lectures on the "Proofs of the Existence of God" ("Phil, of Religion," 
vol. ii, page 394), he notices the same work again, and says of it: " This work is as 

deep in its Christian faith as in its speculative philosophy. It brings into the light all 

the points of view and devices which the understanding urges against the theory of 

Christianity, and replies to all the attacks which agnosticism has brought against philoso 

phy. It explains in detail the causes of the misapprehension of the pious mind which 

fails to apprehend the truth, and sides with rationalism in adopting the principle of ag 

nosticism, and makes common cause with it against philosophy. What the author says 
on the self-consciousness of God and of his self-knowing in man, as well as of man's 

self-knowing in God, concerns directly the point of view here taken on the proofs of 

God's existence. It treats this theme with speculative depth and thoroughness, and ex 

poses the false views that have been advanced against Philosophy and Christianity." 
Goeschel himself, in the preface of his work on the " Unity of the System of Thought" 

("Monismus des Gedankens"), a work directed, as above stated, against Weisse, says 

that it was written in the same month (November, 1831) in which Hegel died. "I had 

hoped with these pages to greet the living Hegel, whom I had never met personally ; I 

hoped to become acquainted with him face to face, and to take his hand thankfully, I 

who had received his loving hand-pressure from a distance?but it was otherwise or 

dained, and these leaves now fall upon his grave. "?Editor j. S. P. 
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itself. The unity of the two moments is shown in the fact that, 

according to the varying position of Consciousness, the soul of the 

Spirit appears now as the Content,and now as the formative activ 

ity ; and in like manner the body of the Spirit shows itself now 
as form and again as content or material. The form has its con 

tent, and the content has its form in itself. As soon as wre truly 
comprehend this unity, we have attained the standpoint of specu 
lative philosophy, but not before. Thereafter we wonder that the 

speculative concept of Unity is so incomprehensible to the major 
ity of minds, and we grow impatient over what seems to us wilful 
blindness. It is universally admitted to be conceivable and com 

prehensible that to each clod and stone belong by nature the two 

moments, content and form, material and shape. Yet it is declared 

incomprehensible that to the living spirit should belong its two 

moments, body and soul; it is denied that body and soul are both 
of the Spirit, and hence that each is in identity with the other. 

This indivisibility or unity of the soul is Individuality, which, 
in its distinction from natural individuality, is more definitely de 
fined as Subjectivity, and approved as the inalienable possession of 
the Spirit. Thus far the unity of the subject is only in itself; it 
is still only relationship to its own internal body, and not relation 

ship to anything other than itself. The nature of Spirit is, indeed, 
defined to be for Spirit; in its own body it is its own object; it 
has not, however, as yet been proved to be for itself in relation 

ship to others; its unity and individuality as subject is thus only 
its first side. 

The other side of the individual Spirit is its participation with 
God and with the wTorld, developed out of its relationship to 
otherness by means of the double Consciousness. This participa 
tion we have already comprehended in the Concept of personality 
or individual penetrability. Personality is the outcome of Con 

tinuity or stability, the latter being the abstract and the former 
the concrete Concept. Personality is therefore not to be seized 
as penetrability in the sense of mere porosity, but as individual 

penetrability, i.e., a participation in which individuality is main 
tained. Thus, the first relationship of individuality is contained 
in the second ; without the former the latter cannot be. Protected 

by the Concept of Personality against pantheism, we m.ay now 
venture with Spinoza to represent the participation of the finite 
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Spirit with God as Concursus Dei and as Creatio Continua: the 

Concept of Creation in its distinction from emanation of itself ex 
cludes pantheism. This progressive Creation is the Eternal fount 
ain of life?the condition of all personal persistence. From con 
tinuous participation with God follows also the participation of 
the finite Spirit with the total Creation, and from the participa 
tion of each individual follows again the peculiar relationship of 

each particular individual to his environment. This relationship, 
which appears simultaneously with Consciousness, is, in its com 

pletion and transfiguration, the resurrection, understanding thereby 
not merely relationship to the outwTard body, but with this also 

relationship to the whole Creation and to God himself. In the 

concept of Personality there is realized in the relationship of the 

Subject to God and to the World the same truth which was real 
ized in Individuality in its relationship to the soul?viz., that the 
nature of Spirit is to be for the Spirit. 
We have now considered the two essential moments of the Spirit 

(the moment of self-conscious Individuality, and the moment of 

Personality) as relationships of the Spirit to itself and to others; it 
remains now to consider the relationship of these two relation 

ships to each other, in order that each may receive its due signifi 
cance. 

The question is: How is the relationship of the Spirit to itself 

related to its relationship to others, and vice versa? 
Who does not feel that each human heart, in its inmost depths, 

longs equally for both relationships, pants for them as the heart 

pants for the water-brooks, yearns for them as each creature 

yearns for its own element? According to this feeling, the rela 

tionship of both relationships would seem to be equal; each is in 

the other; Individuality 
is mediated in Personality, and Person 

ality in Individuality; herewith they are negatively cancelled as 

two relationships, and positively cancelled as one relationship. 
Cor nostrum, inquietum est, donee requiescat in Te, Domine ! 

The heart longs to rest in God, and at the same time to be con 

scious of this rest in God. Moreover, the heart longs for God's 

consciousness of its conscious rest in him. Without the one the 

other is unthinkable. The death of a particular person as indi 

vidual is, therefore, only the life of the individual hid with Christ 

in God; it is not only hidden?i. e., invisible Spirit?but, as hidden 
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with Christ in God, it is forever secure; being invisible, it is 
secure from the transitoriness of visible Being; it is hidden in 

God and not in the World; it is not Being immersed in Being, 
but Consciousness in Consciousness; the particular man is hid 
with Christ the God-man in God, and herewith his personal iden 

tity is transfigured as Being-for-self is transfigured in Being-in-and 
for self. Death is cheered by the promise of Christ: " Because I 
live ye shall live also." Absolute Personality is the life of the Spirit; 
hence it is the condition of finite personality, which, as created 
and contingent, receives the life of the Spirit from the Absolute 
Self-mediated Personality, first, through the condescension of God 
in creation, wherein he breathed into man's nostrils the breath 
of life; second, through Redemption or Second Creation, wdierein 
God not only condescends to men, but becomes himself incarnate 
in the flesh; finally, through the progressive continuance of both 

Creations, the realized promise of Matthew, xxviii, 20 : " Lo, I am 

wTith you alway, even unto the end of the world." Through crea 
ation and redemption, the grace of God, which is the stream of 
eternal life, flows uninterruptedly into the finite Spirit. God is 
not the God of the dead, but of the living; in that He is life, the 
creature lives in him ; in that He is Absolute Consciousness, the 
finite Consciousness is maintained and transfigured in him: God 
is all in all, because all is in him. The concept of Personality 
demands the maintenance of self-conscious individuality ; it is the 

key of the apparent paradox?"I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth 
in me." The finite Ego is swallowed up not in Being, but in Ab 
solute Consciousness. This is the underlying truth of Absorption. 
ILareirodr) 6 ddvaros eh vikos. That which is absorbed or swal 
lowed up is Death ; negation is negated ; the abstraction of mere 

Being-for-self is cancelled, but Being-for-self is retained as a 
moment of the Totality. Death is negatively negated, nega 
tively annulled or swallowed up in the victory which is the posi 
tive annulment or absorption of the subject. 

It is easy to see that these moments of Individuality and Per 

sonality exist only in and through each other. Difference or In 

dividuality is paralyzed without Personality?that is, without inter 

penetrative participation?for, lacking this, it lacks that from 
which as individual it distinguishes itself; in the same way Per 

sonality without Individuality is voidTfor it lacks that which pene 
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trates and is penetrable. He who loses one moment of the Spirit 
loses both moments, and loses the Spirit itself. If we give up 

individuality, we run into pantheism ; if we fail to recognize Per 

sonality,-we fall involuntarily into Egoistic dualism. 
The underlying truth of pantheism is the surrender of the ab 

stract ego, the mere self; this self-renunciation gives pantheism 
its moral significance, but does not render it less unthinkable. For 
the untruth of pantheism is that, in renouncing the selfish ego, it 
surrenders also that real selfhood in which consists the essential 
nature of spirit. Egoistic dualism, on the other hand, holds fast 

by the truth of selfhood; its defect is that it clings also to the ab 

stract self. Dualism lacks the moment of mediating and permeat 

ing communion. Pantheism lacks the moment of self-conscious 

Individuality. Therefore Plato justly replies to the pantheistic 
morality of abstract self-renunciation that the longing for personal 
immortality is most intense in the noblest men, and is the witness 
of their heavenly calling. 

Individuality cannot be saved without Personality, and Person 

ality cannot realize its concept without the self-consciousness of 
the individual. Hence it is that the separate demonstrations of 

Immortality in their isolation prove nothing, but produce convic 
tion when in their union all the preceding moments become ex 

plicit in the all-including mediatorial concept of Personality. In 

absolute Personality alone is all personal life realized and perpetu 
ated. 

In the dualism of the moments of the finite spirit lies the ex 

planation of man's twofold longing to be himself and to be in 

God?to be particular and universal, individual and personal. In 

this same dualism is grounded all that doubt of personal persist 
ence which now and then overwhelms each man in presence of the 

transitoriness wherein the individual vanishes and only the species 
is preserved. "Within the human spirit one of its two moments 

always preponderates over the other. When in its compelling 
force Individuality asserts its supremacy, the finite spirit finds 

itself in its indestructible simplicity cutoff from universality. In 

this abstraction it is not adequate to itself, yet escape therefrom 
seems to involve the loss of self. On the other hand, when this 

universality for which the spirit pants asserts its abstract suprem 
acy, the self is freed from the pain and torment of isolation and 
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breathes its proper air; yet at once it seems to vanish like the soli 

tary dewdrop that slips into the ocean and, sacrificed to its own 

longing for universality, is submerged in the abstract universal. 

Here at last we discover the Scylla and Chary bdis of all doubt; 
we have chased doubt to its last hiding-place; we have tracked 

self-impeaching thought to its ultimate retreat. Ilinc Mae lacry 
mae ! The crater of all doubt, the fountain of all tears shed for 

doubt, is the disproportion of the moments of the spirit relatively 
to each other. Until this muddy fountain is purified, doubt can 
never be wrholly overcome. 

It is necessary to our more complete comprehension that we 

should recognize the distinct yet united moments of the spirit in 

their activity in life and thought, for in this activity lies their ac 

tuality. Actuality has already been defined as the Totality of its 
moments. This Totality proves itself vital in that its moments 

work in and through each other, thus manifesting and realizing 
their mutual participation. 

As we reflect upon Individuality and grasp its relationship to 

Personality as its Actuality, we observe that from this Actuality 
arise three relationships which develop in succession from each 
other. The conscious difference which we have called the Indi 

viduality of the Subject begets discipline or restraint toward 

others. This discipline is based upon relationship to the other of 

the subject, who as Individual has also the right to be for self. 
Herewith discipline is not only genetically explained, but also jus 
tified as commandment, for though the other is not alien to it, is 

yet distinct from the Conscious Subject; otherwise Individuality 
would not be actual in Personality. From this discipline is de 

veloped, secondly, respect for and fear of others and reverence for 
God ; for though in Personality God is not alien to man, nor the 
individual man alien to his brother-man, there remains, neverthe 

less, the difference according to which man knows God as above 
and his neighbor as beside him. In that discipline deters and fear 
restrains through persistence of the moment of difference, there 
arises in the consciousness of the individual Pain at the separation 
from others. This Pain will never be entirely lost, because the 

longing for others in wdiich it is rooted will never be entirely 
stilled. The Moment of Difference, which is the ground of this 

longing, though transfigured, must persist eternally in Personality. 
2 1 
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The difference between the three relationships which arise out 
of the Activity of Individuality in its relation to Personality may 
be more adequately defined as follows: Discipline is the limit, 
which, though penetrated, is not wiped out. Fear is the other 
which lies beyond this limit, whether above, beneath, or beside the 

subject. Pain is the persistent difference between natures essen 

tially one. 

On the other hand, there arise from the participation of the 
Individual writh others, more definitely from Personality, three 

relationships in wdiich Personality proves itself active and actual 
in relation to the Individuality of Consciousness. In these rela 

tionships the three above mentioned are harmonized. The first 
is Freedom, which opposes itself to Discipline and Restraint. It 

recognizes in its limit the law before which Discipline bows, but 
it penetrates this limit through recognition of its identity with its 
other. The second is Love, which stands over against Fear. It 

conquers in Fear not an enemy, but a sister; it conquers without 

taking the life of the conquered. The third is Joy, which smiles 
in the face of Pain; this Joy consists essentially in the conquest 
of Pain, and therefore cannot do without Pain. 

If we now grasp together these separate relationships we appre 
hend the totality of the moments which are active in Individu 

ality as Sorrow\ This Sorrow we recognize also in God, for as In 

dividual, God is separate and apart from the Individuality of the 
creatures whom nevertheless He loves. Creation is seized, there 

fore, as the first passion of God. The totality of the moments in 

which Personality is active and actual is, on the contrary, to be 

apprehended as " Predominant Blessedness." This triumphant 
Blessedness flows from God into and through all souls; it con 

sists in this?that God, conformably with his Personality, pene 
trates, permeates, and hence personifies the Creature. The soul 

of Creation is therefore the finite spirit or man, whose body is? 

Nature! 
From the concept of Individuality, in its increasing degrees of 

activity and actuality, results the more adequate definition of 

Representation which is perpetuated in the total Concept, in the 

same manner as Individuality is therein positively cancelled. Cor 

respondingly, there results from the concept o*f Personality the 

more definite apprehension of the inclusive concept or absolute 
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Knowledge. To know and to be a person is one and the same; 
each pre-supposes the individuality of the Subject?each consists 
in participation. The difference between absolute Knowledge 
in God and in the finite spirit, as well as the difference between 

absolute Knowledge in different men, results from the different 

Individuality. The absolute Knowledge of God is immediately 
active?the absolute knowledge of man, in its first phase, is pas 
sive and communicated. The Knowledge of God is absolute be 
cause it is the absolute Subject that knows; the Knowledge of 
Man is Absolute because of the Absoluteness of its Object. An 
absolute object demands and necessitates absolute recognition. 
This is the eternal difference between absolute Knowledge in the 
Creator and in the creature ; the Blessed participate in the recog 
nition of the Absolute Subject through recognition of the Abso 
lute Object; they know what God thinks and knows in that 

they read it in his revelation, into which as into u mirror they 
eternally gaze. 

To this persistent difference between the knowing of the Abso 
lute Spirit and that of the finite spirit must be added, for the mo 

ment, a distinction born of the more adequate apprehension of 

knowledge itself. True knowledge consists essentially in the 

negation of what is casual and contingent, and demands that all 

particular moments shall meet in the totality of the Concept. 
Contingencies, as such, are themselves the negation of continuity 
and coherence, whence it is evident that the negation of these 

negations is the restoration of continuity. In this restored Con 

tinuity or concrete concept the separate Moments are positively 
perpetuated, but cancelled so far as regards their abstraction and 
isolation. If Knowledge in general consists in the cancelling of 
the accidental and immediate, it follows that the knowledge of 
God is absolute or perfect knowledge, in that therein all con 

tingencies are negated, all forms of immediacy cancelled, and each 

particular comprehended in the totality. The Knowledge of Man, 
on the other hand, is absolute only in so far as in Reason is given 
the power to solve and cancel the fortuitous ; the solution begins 
to be actual when the apparently casual and isolated elements of 

Knowledge are recognized as single notes of the universal har 

mony?Moments as yet unpenetrated of the inclusive totality, and 
wlien there exists in Consciousness the conviction that what seems 
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to be accidental is not really so, and that what is negated in- the 

Concept is only the contingency of the apparently contingent. 
If we now seek to define logically the moments which we 

have characterized as discipline and freedom, fear and love, pain 
and joy, sorrow and blessedness, representation and concept, 
we may say, in a single word, that representation is the moment 
of transcendence, and the concept the moment of immanence. 
There is no immanence without transcendence, and no transcend 
ence without immanence y the unity of the two in which each is 

negatively and positively cancelled is?Personality. 
Insight into these fundamental relationships is indispensable to 

those who wish to orient themselves in Philosophy. The many 
are wrecked by Knowledge because they do not know what 

Knowledge is, and therefore are not able to apprehend definitely 
the relationship of the finite spirit to Knowledge. There is some 

thing really touching in the misconceptions which clog and per 
vert thought in this our day, and by which earnest but darkened 
minds are constantly incited to fresh attacks against Philosophy. 
Many of these attacks are pure in aim and honest in motive^ 
and we should gladly hold them guiltless of their misconceptions 
did we not realize that ignorance itself is guilt, and not to learn 
to recognize one's ignorance is spiritual obduracy. 

To escape this stultifying ignorance, let us learn to comprehend 
soul and body?the internal and the external body?light and 

shadow?the subject and its other?the particular and the uni 

versal, more and more completely in their identity and in their 

difference. Grasping them thus, we shall understand their ideal 

solution in the concept of personality, and their persistent in 

vincibility in the concept of individuality, and shall be able to 

represent vitally Absolute Knowledge in God and man in accord 

with the very definite distinction which flows from the Concept 
of the Spirit. Whoever will weigh and ponder the determinations 

of these Concepts, as we have striven concisely to indicate them, 
will find that through the determination of limit, as applied to the 

Concept of Individuality, the validity of externality, as renuncia 

tion, is restored both in its objective necessity as Other-being and 

in its subjective aspect as patience and self-denial. Other-being is 

the indelible limit which even Mysticism recognizes in the ad 

mission of discipline, but it is the limit over which participation 
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manifests itself universally as predominant. Upon this dualism 
of the two poles, as distinct Moments, rests that concrete unity 
which is not singularity but actual, i. e., personal community. 
Fundamentally, this dualism is nothing else than the antithesis of 

Being and Thought, the former being the external, the latter the 
internal?the union of the two the living Concept. 

It is not difficult to see the relationship of this explanation to 
the doctrine of immortality. Its kernel lies in the ever-penetrated 
yet ever-abiding limit wdiich isolated the individual; the penetra 
tion is eternal because the limit abides, and the eternal duration is 

perfection, because it is the finite that is penetrated in the infinite. 
In intimate connection with this insight is the ever-recurring 

question with regard to the seat of the soul. Ordinarily this 

question is supposed to refer to the position of the soul in the 
external body, but if it has any real significance its content must 
relate to the ultimate concept of the soul, and be verified in all the 
successive stages through which this concept develops. 

The underlying ground of the question with regard to the seat 
of the soul is the conception of space. Space is, however, exclu 

sively a category of Being, Externality, Corporeality, Matter. 
The soul, however, as Thought is opposed to Being, as internality 
is opposed to externality, as immaterial is opposed to matter, and 
as soul is opposed to body; therefore, the question contains an 
obvious contradiction. Neither position in space nor a seat in 
the material body can be ascribed to the soul, because the soul 
transcends space and proves itself independent of the external 

body. 
It is important, however, to remark that the contradiction lies 

only in the assumed relationship of the soul to space, and does not 
inhere in the question with regard to the seat of the soul. The 

conception of a seat of the soul, however, involves in itself the 
contradiction of presupposing space as its externality, and then 
of abstracting and withdrawing itself from space. The contradic 
tion inheres quite as much in the conception of the soul itself as 
in the conception of the seat of the soul. The soul as inward has 
seat or locality relatively to the outward, or rather as the inward; 
in the outward the soul is its own seat. Hence the soul, like ex 

ternality, manifests itself as a Moment of the-Whole. The Whole 
is the Spirit to which soul and bodv, space and position, inward 

2 1 * XX?21 
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and outward, belong as moments; these moments are negatively 
and positively cancelled in Personality as the contradiction of 

position and space is solved in movement. As we ascribe to the 
finite spirit a soul or Individuality, so we must ascribe to it in 
each stage of development a seat, i. e., a position relatively to all 
other spirits and to God. Of this position as external, death is 
the external destruction. 

It is worthy of remark that the external life of the individual is 

dependent upon individual organism; this organism again rests 

upon the conflict between position and space, soul and body, in 
ward and outward; finally, this conflict results from the union of 
these antithetical moments. When the union is dissolved and 

separation occurs, the struggle is over?but the end of the strug 

gle is also the ending of life. Death approaches?u The clock 

stands still, the hand falls! All is over! All over?nay, this is 

the utterance of folly. To be all over is to be pure nothing, and 

pure nothing is not." 
The soul's doubt of its own immortality is grounded in the 

question of the seat of the soul. Where is this seat ? No one 

knows and no one can know, for position is the negation of the 

space in which it is sought. Wherever it may be, to the soul it is 

ahvays a stone of stumbling, because it is not only a contradiction 
in itself, but through this contradiction leads thought over into 

the physiological sphere. The physiological standpoint is the one 

most dangerous to psychology. Involuntarily we shiver to hear 

that the life of the spirit is dependent on brain and nerves, stomach 

and intestines, heart and blood, lungs and breath ; a shudder creeps 
over us when it is whispered that all the thoughts and impulses of 

the spirit cling to a few feeble filaments, and perish if these be 

injured or destroyed; we grow faint and giddy in presence of 

that gloomy and mysterious force of Nature to which the most 

brilliant aspirations of the spirit seem to succumb. 

And yet, in so doing, Thought but starts back affrighted from 

the view of its own categories. The seat of the soul is the here 

and nowr; the here and now are realized only when the here is 

no longer here and the now no longer now, but both move for 

ward. The here in its essential nature is the inward of the out 

ward, therefore it celebrates its victory in death, wmerein the out 

ward is transformed. 
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Death is logically necessary, for contradiction must be soived, 
and to all conflict there is a goal. In that the soul eliminates 
from itself the external that separates it from itself, it enters into 

relationship with that sphere of externality which does not separate 
it from itself. This is the region where position is transfigured 
into individuality, and space into personality, and wherein indi 

viduality and personality are no longer antithetic, like position 
and space, but are mutually conditioned and affirmed. Here at 

last the contradiction is solved, and the relationship of the physio 
logical to the psychological sphere discovered. 

In these two moments of Individuality and Personality?Being 
for-self and Being-in-and-for-self?the relationship of the theologi 
cal and psychological spheres comes also more clearly to light. 
Immortality demands, on the one hand, that the individual shall 

persist in his being-for-self, and, on the other hand, that, in order 
to this self-persistence, he shall be personal?i. e., mi st be in pene 

trating and penetrated communion with the Absolute Spirit. 
Where shall we find the guarantee of conditioned personality save 

in Absolute Personality % How can I be if God is not? 
The underlying ground of the conception of Immortality in its 

first phase is the preservation of individuality. It is, however, 
soon discovered that this individuality, in its immediate abstract 

form, cannot be perpetuated, and that only through its constant 
renewal and regeneration in personality?i. e., through participa 
tion with God?is it secure against extinction. Hereupon are 

grounded all representations of mortality in the soul and the per 
sistence of the same?the former in its outcome relating to the 

transfiguration of the Soul in Personality; the latter to the awak 

ening of the Soul into Spirit. All psychological investigation 
leads over into the theological sphere, because the finite spirit 
points forever to the Absolute Spirit. The intellectual proofs of 
the existence of God are, first of all, sighs of the soul for commun 
ion with God. The need of this communion incites the question 

with regard to the existence and revelation of God: " 
My soul 

thirsteth for God, for the living God ; when shall I come and 

appear before God ?" The question is twofold, referring to God 
and to me, demanding that God shall be, and that I shall appear 
before Him. This is the double goal of all theological demon 
stration : to see God?to know God?to experience in self God's 
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actuality and activity?this is the consummate longing and strug 
gle of man. And what is knowing God other than knowing one's 
self to be in communion with God ? 

This relationship of participation between man and God is, 
howrever, grounded solely in the personality belonging to the Cre 
ator and through Him communicated to man. The eternal per 
sonality of God is the source of the immortal personality of man. 

Were the human spirit incapable of recognizing God, it would be 

incapable of immortality. Immortality and the knowledge of 
God are one and the same; both are the inheritance of humanity. 
As Dante says (" Paradiso 

" 
iv, verse 124): 

" Well I perceive that never sated is 
Our intellect unless the Truth illume it, 

Beyond which nothing true expands itself. 
It rests therein, as wild beast in his lair, 

When it attains it; and it can attain it; 
If not, then each desire would frustrate be." 

Thus both forms of proof in their content and consummation 

meet in the confident assurance, 
" 1 shall see God, whom I shall 

see for myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not another." In 

order to see God, the subject is as necessary as God himself?the 

subject sees because it is seen; God is seen because He sees. 

Hence, passivity exists in God in so far as He is seen, but this 

passivity is at once annulled, for the seeing of the subject is in 

God, from God, and through God. The result is always the same : 

the finite spirit finds its actuality and immortality in communion 

with the Absolute Spirit. It doth not yet appear what wre shall 

be, but the highest consummation is always that we shall see God 

as He is. Hence, we are like unto God, and, like Him, of imper 
ishable nature. In the vision of God man attains his imperishable 

goal, or the actuality of that image of God in which he is created. 

Toward this vision consciously and unconsciously is directed all 

the thought, all the imagination, and all the aspiration of the soul. 

Yet this future blessedness is only certain in so far as it is present, 
and it is present only when, like Dante, we climb to the heights 
of Paradise, and taste beforehand the joys of heaven in the recog 
nition of God. 

To the general question of immortality may now be added the 
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special question with regard to the condition of the soul after death 
and before and after the resurrection of the body. Thus far we 
have in appearance occupied ourselves solely with the whether, 
and have held in abeyance the how of immortality. It needs, 
however, but a single glance to convince us that in answering the 
whether we answTer the how. Immortality, or the individual per 
sistence of the soul, can be verified only as the personal participa 
tion of the finite spirit with the absolute spirit. As thus defined, 
the whether and how7 of immortality are identical. The condition 
of the soul after death consists in its personal relationship to that 
Absolute Personality which wre have already learned to know in 
its essential relationship to individuality. We have also discussed 
in some measure the difference in this relationship before and after 
the resurrection of the body. This doctrine of the resurrection 
of the body is, in general, most sensuously apprehended by those 
who reject it as sensuous; they would not reject it had they not 

first misunderstood it. It is a doctrine which deals not with the 

flesh, but with the transfiguration and resurrection of the flesh ; 
not with the external, but writh the passing away of externality; 
not with the other, but with the appropriation and inclusion of 
the other. It is marvellous that, while no doctrine of Scripture 
or the Church tends so directly as this to the overthrow of the 

flesh, there is no doctrine to wrhich fleshliness has been so widely 
and persistently imputed. Its true meaning might easily be in 
ferred from its position in our confessions of faith. It belongs to 
the third article of faith, which relates to the spirit; this article 
teaches the unity of the body with the soul in the finite spirit, and 
the communion of the finite spirit with the absolute spirit and 
with his church. It needs really but very little reflection to be 
convinced that those who declare the resurrection of the body in 

compatible with a spiritual faith have themselves imagined the 
fleshliness which they first impute to and then blame upon the 
doctrine. While, on the one hand, it is cruel and despotic to vio 
late the freedom of reason by insisting upon the formal acceptance 
of an unmediated truth, it is, on the other hand, to be deplored 
and denounced when reason cuts itself off from that progressive 

mediation which its nature demands, persists in darkness by clos 

ing its eyes to the light and contemptuously rejecting what it does 
net understand, loses the truth it might have learned to know. 
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The question is so important and yet so neglected that it is 
well worth our while to bring it clearly before us. It is with this 
doctrine as with the doctrine of the Trinity, the glory of which, 

according to Dante (" Paradiso," xxxiii, 76-81, 112, sq.), bewilders 

only those wrho avert their gaze from it. 
In an earlier stage of our inquiry we learned to grasp resurrec 

tion as the transfiguration not only of the external body but of 
all externality. The transfiguration of the body is not possible 
without the transfiguration of Nature; the one implies and de 
mands the other. Hence, resurrection in the more adequate 
development of its content is the transfiguration of the original 
relationship of each finite subject to all other finite subjects, to 
Nature and to God. Under this original relationship is under 
stood the position of the particular subject appointed in accord 
with its aboriginal essence in God, partially and externally real 
ized during our earthly life in consciousness and transfigured 
after death into that shining, translucent limit which ever distin 

guishes without isolating the particular subject. This definite 

position or relation of each particular subject is conditioned both 

by the persistence of the particular body with all its organs and 

by the perpetuation of the particular environment, for both body 
and environment are contained in the definite, complete, and 

peculiar relationship of each individual. To this relationship 
belong even " the wedding robe of pale-green silk, embroidered 
writh gold and silver leaves, which yonder shall become the heav 

enly raiment," and the "jewelled nosegay stolen by a cruel thief," 
and which even now " is catching the light of the stars that it 

may sparkle more brilliantly when placed as a diadem on the 
brow of the bride." " 

Why is this face mine, and why should the 

soul speak through these eyes, unless this face and these eyes 
were my soul's permanent possession ?" " All our discoveries 
shall be guarded above." Our fancies and imaginations shall be 

the hangings which will adorn our heavenly habitations. 
It seems like a jest that Goethe's mother cannot forget her 

bridal dress, but hopes to have it again in heaven, together with 
her stolen nosegay ; but even such things as these belong to that 
individual relationship which can suffer no loss and whose integ 
rity will never be impaired. It is this relationship which is purified 
and transfigured in the resurrection. As in its externality on this 
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side the grave it is movable and yet remains the same, so on the 
other side, in its progressive internality, it will become penetrable 
without ceasing to be the same. That movableness is externally 
wdiat personality is internally, we have already learned through 
development of the antithesis between space and position. 

From these suggestions, which wre shall not attempt to develop 
in detail, the difference in the condition of the soul between death 
and the resurrection and after the resurrection may readily be 

apprehended. This difference has already been denned : it lies in 
the concept of perfection first realized in the resurrection, though 
ideally given in the Spirit. This concept negates the representa 
tion of the abstract infinite?a representation already shattered 

by the reflection that in each Moment of Becoming already lies 

Being; and in continuous thinking, Thought develops itself out 
of itself. 

It has also been already shown that the soul as spirit is its own 

body ; therefore after death it can not be bodiless. Hence all 

representations of the soul after death, as in a temporary state 
of sleep or dreams, together with all the images which cluster 
about a Hades or intermediate state of the soul, must be relegated 
to the sphere of ingenious fancies and understood as dreams of 
the soul which has not yet awakened into spirit. Implicit in 
these dreams and fancies, however, is the germ of a vital truth? 
the truth, that the soul as such dies .to be born again as Self-Con 

sciousness; and the double consciousness herewith given, dying of 
its own dialectic, awakes regenerate through the identity of con 
sciousness into the Personality of the Spirit 

Hence it follows that the soul is not first separated from the 

body through death, but is already separated from it by Self-Con 
sciousness. Death only actualizes the separation which conscious 
ness has recognized. Hence it follows further that the soul, in 
that it separates itself from its eternal body first through con 
sciouness and then through death, has its limit or body in itself, 
and retains this immanent body both in consciousness and in 

death, which only realizes what consciousness implies. Hence 

again it results, first, that the soul through death develops to a 

higher perfection than it possessed in life, because in death sepa 
ration or complete Self-Consciousness is achieved, and thus the 

transfiguration of and reunion with otherness is prepared ; second, 
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that the soul attains its consummation in the resurrection be 
cause therein Personality as penetration of all otherness is com 

pletely actualized. The external body in its relationship to the 

subject is distinguished from all other bodily or natural external 

ity only as the shirt is distinguished from the coat. 

So much with regard to the condition of the soul after death 

and before and after the resurrection. The next point to be con 

sidered is the condition of the body after death and before and 

after the resurrection. Separated from the soul, the body sepa 
rates from itself, and only when this division and dissolution is 

complete, only when its decomposition is entire, can it reunite 

with itself in the soul by which it is penetrated and through 
which it is glorified. 

Herewith, at least, we have found the adequate categories which 

shall be our guides in that further development that Absolute Sci 

ence, far from excluding, inaugurates and compels. That our 

hearts may be still more strengthened within us, let us reflect 

for still a single moment upon that individuality of Self-Conscious 
ness which is perpetuated in personal participation. 

The beautiful image of two drops of water which in the mo 

ment of contact melt into one is a touching symbol of that mo 

ment of communion for which each subject in his isolation longs. 
It expresses, however, rather the longing for communion than the 

truth of communion, for in it, instead of participation, we have 

intermixture?instead of communio, confusio. What is lacking is 

the personal communion gleaming with the rays of individuality. 
But the Kingdom of Nature offers other analogies in which are 

reflected the relationships of personal communion in the Kingdom 
of the Spirit. Plato in the " Timaeus 

" bids us notice that as colors 

are most brilliant in the light, so the individuality of the body is 

heightened when penetrated by the soul. In light both the dif 

ference and the community of colors are preserved; each color 

has light for its soul and darkness for its body; each separate 
color sparkles and burns more brightly as it is more deeply pene 
trated by the universal light. And not only in universal light are 

the particular colors preserved and intensified; they perpetuate 
themselves also in their ethereal interfusion?each giving to the 

other richness ? no one in the others losing itself. Only when 

mixed with earthy substances do they in their union decompose 
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into dull gray ; only when fallen from their first estate do they 
need purification ; before reunited wTith the heavenly colors they 
can glow and sparkle in the penetrating light. 

Suggestive and interesting as these analogies may be, they are, 

nevertheless, very dangerous. Taken from the realm of Nature, 
they can correspond only externally with the realm of Spirit. 
Only the external image of the Actual can ever be sensuously 

represented. What constitutes the truth of the Actual is that it 
cannot be represented, but must ever be revealed only to pure 

thought. It is therefore hazardous to develop these sensuous sym 
bols in detail. Nevertheless, we shall permit ourselves to draw 
one single parallel. 

Colors are three, but the gradations of each color and the tran 
sitions from one color into another are numberless, and yet not 
without lawT. Above, these colors focalize in glowing purple, be 
low they concentrate in living green. Purple is the royal color, 
the ethereal identity and totality of all colors; green is its coun 

terpart or earthy image?the second identity of colors. Green 

points upward to red as the wrorld points upwTard to God and the 
soul of man points upward to the Absolute Spirit. Again, the 
colors which are one in red, into which purple decomposes and 
from which / it creates itself anew, are yellow and blue, soul and 

body. Yellow is the concrete light, blue is the concrete darkness, 
and it is these two colors which focalize above in purple, meet be 
low in green, and in their original unity kindle and burn as red. 

It is marvellous that the poet of the " Divina Commedia " has 
chosen this image of color to symbolize the beatific vision of the 

Holy Trinity wherein the pilgrim recognizes the uncreated origi 
nal of the created image, and out of whose eternal fulness he drinks 
in renewal and immortality. As the concrete unity of substance 
and light, body and soul, color is not only the third and inclusive 
moment of its concept, but this third moment in its concrete 

unity is itself again threefold. 
" Within the deep and luminous subsistence 
Of the High Light appeared to me three circles, 
Of threefold color and of one dimension, 
And by the second seemed the first reflected 
As Iris is by Iris, and the third 
Seemed fire that equally from both is breathed. 
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